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Development of Australia Very Fast

• 1788 First Europeans settle in Australia 
• 1804 Founding of Hobart 
• 1816 Bank of NSW (now Westpac) founded 
• 1824 Foundation of Brisbane 
• 1830 Foundation of Perth 
• 1835 Foundation of Melbourne (named in 1837) 
• 1836 Foundation of Adelaide 
• 1850 Start of the Goldrush



And Hit by Numerous Shocks

• 1840 Drought & Recession 
• 1854 Eureka Stockade 
• 1893-1904 Banking Crisis and Drought 
• 1901 Federation 
• 1914-18 WWI 
• 1929-36 Great Depression 
• 1939-45 WWII 
• 1950-53 Korean War 
• 1973-74 OPEC oil crisis



Population and Real GDP Growth

• Much of Australia had high population growth 
• So GDP rose; but do living standards? 
• Output per person over the entire history of 

Australia since federation is around 1.7 % per 
year.  This is around the same as UK, and 
slightly behind Canada, US (1.9%) 

• Argentina growth over same period (1.2 %)



GapMinder

• Hans Rosling visualises statistics 
• GDP per capita, PPP, Inflation adjusted 
• https://www.gapminder.org/tools/

#$state$time$value=2018;&entities$show$co
untry$/
$in@=chn&=can&=aus&=gbr&=usa&=ind&=ar
g;;;;;&chart-type=linechart
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Compared with US Australia was #1



Growth is a Recent Phenomena



Stylized Facts
• Australia had the world’s highest GDP per capita from 

1850 to 1890 
• Parts of the US were probably wealthier (California) 
• Australia had a sharp drop in the 1890 relative to the 

US (as other countries had) 
• Australia lost further ground during the post WWI 

years (including the depression) 
• Stabilised its relative income to the US for about 50 

years after WW2 at around 80% 
• Today still one of the world’s richest countries



Stylized Facts

• Note that growth in income here is not necessarily 
equivalent to industrialisation (manufacturing) 

• Productivity in the most prominent sectors is the 
key 

• Convergence in income is not guaranteed 
• Being rich once does not mean that you always will 

be rich 
• Argentina looked very similar to Australia around 

WWI (income and initial conditions)



Very strong and very weak growth



Australian Population flat then grew?



In fact, growth very strong early



Few women, children, elderly early years



Two eras of modern globalisation

• In the last two centuries we had two eras of 
globalisation: 
– Colonial globalisation (1800 to 1914), which was driven 

by industrialisation, resources and agriculture. 
– Came to an end with WWI. 

• Second wave of modern globalisation 
– started with removal of trade barriers and free trade 

agreements after WWII. 
– Now driven by technical progress (transport and 

communication)



Financial integration in the two eras
• Both eras went along with deepening Financial integration 
•  Globalisation one 

– highly integrated system 
– free trade between England and colonies 
– gold standard emerging from 1870 on 
– Pound Sterling the dominating currency 

• Globalisation two 
– After the interwar period with capital controls and non-convertibility 
– Bretton Woods (July 1944) yielded a new monetary order 
– adjustable peg to US$, which was convertible into gold at $35 per 

ounce 
– minor hiccup (Bretton Woods fails in 1973) 
– from then on free floating (except EMS which led to the Euro)





Australia has always been a small open economy



Advances in Transportation Reduces Costs

Source: Richard Baldwin “The Great Convergence” 2016



High Growth during times of 
Globalisation

• Never a time when Australia did well with 
trade barriers 

• Britain and Australia linked  
• Britain manufacturing; Australia resources 
• Fit together like hand in glove 
• Exports of wool began in 1820s



Very strong and very weak growth





Tariffs on Imported Goods

• Tariffs on alcohol and tobacco (not beer!) 
• Used to pay for the construction of gaols, 

bridges 
• Governor King in 1802 had lower tariffs on 

British “encouraging English manufactures in 
preference to those which come from India … 
and [the] Americas.” 

• Corns laws: British said no discrimination



Low Tariffs Imposed



Tariffs rose in Great Depression



Inequality

• GDP per capita only looks at average wealth. 
• A society might want to look also at the distribution of 

wealth. 
• A country with 100 people  - Rupert Murdoch and 99 

homeless has a high GDP per capita; but is it desirable? 
• Let’s look at the development of inequality in Australia. 
• Gini coefficient would be a good measure (missing data 

problem). 
• Gini coefficient is a single number.  A number closer to 

zero represents full equality.  A number closer to one 
represents full inequality.



• the Gini coefficient is equal to the area 
marked A divided by the sum of the areas 
marked A and B, that is, Gini = A/(A + B)





Inequality fell in 50s, 60s



Comparison with the US

• Australia top percentile income share is lower and  
• The U-shape is shallower



2nd industrial Revolution Reduced Inequality



What causes Inequality?

• Previously land ownership (land fixed, labour 
cheap) 

• The first upswing associated with first 
industrial revolution – capital ownership 

• Drop in inequality in second industrial 
revolution (lots of capital, labour scarce) 

• Rise again. Story for later lecture!



What is Income Missing?

• Social transfers in kind 
• goods and services provided by governments 

that benefit individuals but are provided free 
or at subsidised prices.  

• Examples include free or subsidised education, 
housing, health and child care.  



What about taxes?

• Final income is equal to household private 
income plus social assistance benefits in cash 
(e.g. age and disability support pensions, 
Family Tax Benefit) 

•  minus income taxes and taxes on production 
(e.g. GST and taxes on alcohol and cigarettes).  

• Both household income and expenditure are 
required to estimate final income



Income is spread in Australia

Source: ABS  Government Benefits, Taxes and Household income 2015-16



An Intro to Growth Theory

• Growth Theory tries to model why and how 
countries grow 

• There are two key inputs: labour and capital 
• Inputs lead to certain amount of output 
• The relationship between inputs and outputs is 

governed by a production function 
(technology)



How to make stuff



What is Productivity?

• Productivity is how much output can be made 
with a given amount of inputs 

• Labour productivity is output per worker.  If 
this goes up, workers are richer 

• Multifactor productivity is the amount of 
output for a set of inputs.  If this goes up, its 
progress: workers & firms richer, prices lower



Growth Theory

• A typical formulation (Robert Solow): 
• Y = A* f(K,L) 
• With Y being output, L labour and K capital 
• We are interested in output per capita.  So we write 

the function in terms of per person: 
• Y/L = A*f(K/L, 1) 
• This is Labour Productivity: Output per person 
So whenever A or capital per worker increases, labour 
productivity increases.



What determines capital?

• Need investment to increase capital. 
• Investment comes from the nation’s savings or 

from overseas.  Early Australia received a lot of 
investment from UK 

• What happens if L grows fast?  The K/L falls, 
and output per person falls.  Think of sharing 
ploughs.  

• A is technology. Better planting technique 
improves output for same K, L.



Growth in Australia

• Apply model to Australia could include land 
and minerals as capital 

• Also could include degree of openness to rest 
of world 

• Can look at labour growth, land and mineral 
discoveries, productivity on growth 

• Can use these insights to explain why Australia 
prospered



Australia started strongly and kept up

Source:  http://www.longtermproductivity.com/



Summary

• Australia became richest nation on earth in 
1800s. 

• Australia maintained membership in rich 
country club 

• Australia has income inequality, but corrected 
somewhat by policy 

• Income not perfect measure of wellbeing, but 
best we have 

• Growth determined by capital and technology




